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Cowboy Collectibles is pleased to offer a superb selection 
of authentic horse hair products. Made in Montana, each 
piece is individually handcrafted from natural horse hair. 
By hand-braiding instead of “hitching” our merchandise, 
we have developed a line of products unique to our 

industry.
Products are sold individually, in pairs or in increments 
of six and an assortment of the available horse hair 
colors are included in each shipment. Suggested starter 
packages are available that include our top sellers. There 
are several packages and fixtures to choose from. Please 

see the price list for further details.
We at Cowboy Collectibles are committed to supporting 
Montana families and their rural way of life. We look 

forward to adding you to our list of satisfied retailers. 
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BST13-The Cowboy

BST12-Crossed Arrows
Top Seller!

3

The simple styling of our magnetic clasp bracelets makes them our best-selling 
category for men. Shipped in assorted horse hair colors. Available sizes: Small 
(7 inches), Medium (7.5 inches), Medium/Large (8 inches) and Large (8.5 
inches). Unisex. $18.50 Each
M
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BST16-The Devils Rope
Top Seller!

BST19-Cast Away
NEW!

BST15-The Grill

BST23-The Buck 
NEW!

BST22-The 
Longhorn NEW!

4 $18.50 Each. More styles on pages 6-7
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BST1-The Beginning
Top Seller!

BST3-Two Tracks

See page 3 for product details.
$18.50 Each

See page 3 for product details.
$18.50 Each



BST9-Silver Wing
Top Seller!

BSTC-The Phoenix BST10-The Cross
Top Seller!

BST6- The Aviator

BST8-Live to Ride

BST4-Backroads

6See page 3 for product details.
$18.50 Each



A thick rope style horse hair braid is featured in these bracelets. A large lobster 
claw closure completes each piece. Shipped in assorted horse hair colors. 
Available sizes: Small (7 inches), Medium (8 inches) and Large (9 inches). 
Unisex. $10.00 Each

RBR1-The Lariat

RBR2-The Riata
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Our tooled leather bracelets are 
accented with horse hair and 

sterling silver findings. 
Secured with a snap closure. 
Shipped in assorted colors.

Available sizes: 
Small (7.125 inches), 
Medium (8 inches), 

Medium/Large (8.5 inches), 
Large (9 inches) 

and XLarge (9.25 inches). 
Faux turquoise is added to three 

styles. Unisex. $19.50 Each

BLE-Equis

BLQ-Horse Power

BLW-Trails

BLGE-Equis Blues

BLGQ-Turquoise Horse Power

BLGC-Turquoise Trails

BLT-Oveo
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BLC-Free Wheeling



Horse hair with a modern twist! This urban looking neckwear features a solid 
tone spiral braid of horse hair, finished with metal end caps and a lobster claw 

closure. Unisex. Shipped in assorted horse hair colors. 18 inches. $10.00 Each
CKP16-Horseshoe nail crosses available in B-Black or S-Silver. 

$12.00 Each  9
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CKP13-Surf Seeker

CKP14-Herd Bull

CKP12-The 
Bullet

10

CKP16-S Horseshoe 
Nail Cross $12.00CKP16-B Horseshoe 

Nail Cross $12.00

CKP15-Arrowhead

See previous page for 
neckwear details. 

$10.00 Each



See page 9 for 
neckwear details. 

$10.00 Each11
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CKP10-Simple Faith

Top Seller!
CKP11-Abundance

CKP6-Tree of Life

CKP9-Spirits Messenger 
Top Seller!

CKP5-Twisted Threads

CKP9C-Call to Adventure

12

See page 9 for 
neckwear details. 

$10.00 Each
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BOLT1/BOLW1
Traditional-Top 

Bolos have genuine horse hair strings in either one or two colors of horse hair. 
Finished with metal tips and adjustable slide back concho. Shipped in assorted 
horse hair colors. T-means two-toned strings and W-means solid-colored strings. 
21 inches long. More styles on pages 14-15. $18.50 Each
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BOLT4/BOLW4
Bucking Bronc

14

BOLT3/BOLW3
Texas Star

BOLT5/BOLW5
Western Cross

BOLT2/BOLW2
Two-Tone Berry 

Bolo description on page 13
$18.50 Each



BOLT6/BOLW6
The Longhorn-Top Seller

BOLT9/BOLW9
The Arrowhead-NEW!

BOLT11/BOLW11
Praying Cowboy-NEW!

BOLT10/BOLW10
Berry Cross-NEW!

Bolo description on page 13
$18.50 Each.
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Make a statement in your 
men’s department with 
our latest display package. 
This handsome copper 
diamond plate and wood 
rotating display, boasts 
the top sellers for fellas 
and takes up just inches 
of space. Our package 
features: 

Front Side
48 adjustable bracelets- 8 styles
30 of our top selling magnetic 
clasp bracelets- 6 styles, best 
sizes and 16 rope bracelets-2 
styles, best sizes.

Back Side
24 men’s neckwear-6 styles.
6 bolos-3 styles 

Fixture measures 11.25” w x 
15.25 l x 22” h and is FREE 
with the purchase of the 
package.  $1299.00 save 
$201.00 

For the specific product breakdown 
please contact us or see the website.



HBB-The Bozeman

HBT-The Roundup

HBW-The Red Lodge

These braided 3/8-inch width hatbands 
are finished with leather ends and a 
buckle closure. Adjustable to fit any 
hat size. Available in beaded, plain, or 

two-tone styles. Shipped 
in assorted hair and bead 
colors. Unisex. $21.00 Each

The horse hair tassel hatband has classic 
western style. This hatband has a 

1/2-inch wide braid of horse hair 
accented with sunburst conchos 
and tassel ends. Fully adjustable 

to fit any hat size. Shipped in 
assorted colors. Unisex. HTC-

Livingston $21.00 Each
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Our horse hair 
stampede strings are 
finished with metal 
end caps, rings and 
include cotter pins 
for attachment. 26 
inches long. Shipped 
in assorted two-tone 
colors. 
$18.50 Each

SPS-Stampede String
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A notable addition to our horse hair 
key chain family, a tassel of horse 

hair is finished with a hitched horse 
hair knot and your choice of charm. 
Ships in increments of six per style. 
4-inch tassel with 1-inch split ring. 
The KCTSL4-Feather ships with 3 

silver and 3 copper feathers. 
Great on bags or jackets too!
$6.50 Each/$39.00 pk of 6

KCTSL3-CactiKCTSL2-Arrow

KCTSL1-Everyday  

t
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KCTSL5-Cross

KCTSL4-Feathers-
                Top Seller

KCTSL6-Sunflower 
NEW!

20

KCTSL3-Cacti



Our original product! 
The owner made her first 
key chain on the banks of 
a river in Montana over 25 
years ago. Our products 

are handmade in Montana 
to this day. Key chains are 
available with or without 

colorful beadwork accents. 
A sturdy split key ring 
and sunburst conchos 

accent each piece.  Sold in 
increments of six per style 
and shipped in assorted 

horse hair colors. 
Colors may vary.
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KCB-Americana Top Seller!
$6.50/$39 pk of 6
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KC7-The Fob Top Seller!
$5.00/$30 pk of 6

KCW-Grade Pony 
$5.00/$30 pk of 6

KCT-The Paint Horse
$5.00/$30 pk of 6

22



A simple fan of authentic horse hair is a great addition to jackets, 
handbags, backpacks, or luggage. The zipper pull is adorned with 
a sunburst metal concho and sturdy hook. Sold in increments of six 
and shipped in assorted horse hair colors. 2 x 2 1/4 inches long. 

Z
ipper p

u
lls
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ZPB-Zip Up
$3.00/$18 pk of 6

ZPW-Zip It
$2.50/$15 pk of 6

24



Our best-selling items for over 
25 years! These adjustable style 
bracelets are embellished with 

a variety of beads, conchos and 
stones. Round leather slides 
through two rubber stoppers 

allowing the bracelet to fit any 
wrist. Shipped in increments of 
six. Colors may vary from those 

shown.

BRE-A James Bond
$8.50/$51 pk of 6 

BRB-A Americana
Top Seller!$8.50/$51 pk of 6

BRC-A Virgil Top Seller!
$8.50/$51 pk of 6

B
asic B

racelets
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BRF-A Posey
$8.50/$51 pk of 6

BRAR-A  Sunset Strip Top Seller!
$8.50/$51 pk of 6

BRART-A My Obsession
 Top Seller!$8.50/$51 pk of 6

BRG-A  Steamboat $8.50/$51 pk of 6

BRSS-A Shotgun NEW!
$8.50/$51 pk of 6
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BR6C2-A Giddy Up
$8.50/$51 pk of 6 

BRD-A Bald Hornet
$8.50/$51 pk of 6

BR6C1-A Lucky Shoe 
$8.50/$51 pk of of 6

BR6C3-A Sunflower  NEW!
$8.50/$51 pk of 6
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BRS-A Gray Wolf
$7.50/$45 pk of 6

BRT-A Lunitic Fringe-Top Seller!                           
$7.50/$45 pk of 6

BRW-A Prince
$7.50/$45 pk of 6

28

See page 24 for product information.



These lovely loops of horse hair are worn as a choker by fashion forward 
cowgirls. Select styles are accented with seed beads or faux turquoise and 
most include a horse charm.  Each choker has an adjustable chain. Shipped in 
assorted horse hair colors. Adjusts from 13 to 17 inches. $11.00 Each

CKB-Giddy Up 

c
h

o
kers
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CKS-Ellie Mae

CKG-What a Gem

CKT-Pinto

30

See product decription 
on page 
$11.00 Each



CT4 Blue Saguaro

E18 Blue Saguaro 
Earrings 

Delicate loops of horse 
hair are accented with 
your choice of golden 
arrows, turquoise 
arrows or cactus 
medallions. Each 
necklace adjusts from 
17 to 21 inches. A fresh 
new look for customers 
seeking the latest trends. 
$10.00 Each

All of the matching earrings 
feature hypoallergenic French 
hooks and ship carded. 
$7.50 Each

31
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BRAR-A Sunset Strip 

Top Seller!

E14  Katniss Earrings

BRART-A My Obsession
Top Seller!

E15 Lara 
Earrings

CT2 Lara
Top Seller!

Adjustable arrow bracelets 
with or without faux 

turquoise gem. Made with 
round leather that slides 

through two rubber stoppers 
allowing the bracelet to fit 

any wrist.
Sold in increments of 6.

$8.50 each/$51.00 pkg of 6

CT1 Katniss
Top Seller!

32

Chokers are $10.00 each
Earrings are $7.50 Each 
See previous page for 

details



CT5 
Sunflower- 
Top Seller
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BR6C3-A Sunflower 
NEW! 

Sunflower 
adjustable 

bracelets have 
round leather that slides 
through two rubber stoppers allowing 

the bracelet to fit any wrist. 
Sold in increments of 6.

$8.50 each/$51.00 pkg of 6

ER5 Sunflower 
Earrings-Top Seller!

This cute sunflower pendant delicately 
embellishes the thin spiral of Authentic Horse 
Hair. A versatile chain and lobster claw closure 

allows this necklace to adjust from 16-20 
inches. $10.00 Each 

Matching earrings have French hooks that are 
hypoallergenic. Carded. $7.50 Pair
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It's no bull that the vibrant colors of 
these simple necklaces will have you 
stylin'. A spiral loop of horse hair is 
accented with your choice of vividly 
colored enamel golden skulls. 
Adjustable from 16 to 20 inches 
with a chain and lobster claw 
closure. 
$10.00 Each.

The matching earrings have 
hypoallergenic French hooks 
and ship carded. 
$7.50 Pair

CT11 
Cochise

ER11 
Cochise 
Earrings

CT9 Ferdinan 
ER9 Ferdinan 

Earrings
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CKS-Y Pony Pal
$11.00 Each CKT-Y Pinto Pony

$11.00 Each

Perfect for young wranglers. Our top selling basic horse hair gifts are available 
in youth sizes. Bracelets sold in a smaller adjustable style. Chokers adjust from 

10 to 14 inches with a chain and lobster claw closure. 

CKB-Y Lil Show Pony
$11.00 Each

Y
o
u
t
h
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The Youth Starter 
Package features youth 
sized bracelets, chokers 
and neckwear. The 
rotating four horse shoe 
display is FREE.
$479.00 Ask for a list with 
full product details.

BRW-Y Cowboys Best Friends
$7.50/$45 pk of 6

BRT-Y Tabiano
$7.50/$45 pk of 6

BRG-Y Turqoise Delight
$8.50/$51 pk of 6

BRF-Y Flower Child
$8.50/$51 pk of 6

BR6C2-Y Pony Pal
$8.50/$51.00 pk of 6

BRB-Y  Show Pony
NEW!
$8.50/$51 pk of 6
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 Our signature 
fixtures! These 
welded steel rotating 
horseshoe displays 
really increase 
product sell through. 
Each offers ample 
room for our top 
selling, high 
volume, low price 
point items yet 
use just inches of 
counter space. The 
wooden logo sign 
has a company bio 
and draws added 
attention to the 
display.  

37

Four Horseshoe Starter Package-Includes our current top 
sellers: Five styles of adjustable bracelets, seven styles of chokers and neckwear 
and three styles of key chains. Signature horseshoe display is FREE. $499.00 
Ask for details.                        

       Rack 4-Four Shoe Display Rack 8.75” w x 22” tall. 



Six Horseshoe Starter Package- Includes our current top 
sellers: Seven Styles of adjustable bracelets, nine style of chokers and neckwear 
and five styles of key chains. Barrettes no longer included. Signature 6 shoe 
display is FREE. $799.00 Ask for details. 
Rack 6– Six Shoe Display Rack 12”w x 22” tall. 
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Granite peaks reflect the clear blue sky in the Prescott Magnetic Clasp Bracelet. 
Dual braid os Authentic Horse Hair are accented with our Prescott Aztec slide. 

Finished with a dainty magnetic clasp. Sold in six horse hair colors and in Small 
(7 inches); Medium (7.5 inches; Medium/Large (8 inches) and Large (8.5 inches). 

$18.50 Each. 
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BST21
Prescott Bracelet
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A lasso of blue 
Howlite, freshwater 
pearls, seed 
beads and silver 
metal beads, 
boasts the 
Prescott Aztec 
medallion and 
an Authentic 
Horse Hair 
tassel. 33 
inches long. 
$18.50 

 Blue is your color! Dual strands of 
blue Howlite beads and seed beads, 

a strand of granite braided horse 
hair and colorful leather cords are 
finished with a lobster claw and 

chain closure. Bracelet adjusts from 
6.5 to 9.5 inches. 

$14.50 Each

B8-21 Prescott 
Pearl Bracelet

N8-21 Prescott

Prescott-the granite 
peaks meet the sky. Sleeping beauty 
blue Howlite beads, freshwater pearls, 
seed beads and metal beads are offset 
by a spiral of horse hair and the pretty 
Aztec pendant in this multi-strand 
necklace. Adjusts from 18 to 22 inches 
with a chain and lobster claw closure. 
$18.50 Each. 

Prescott medallions dangle from 
French hooks. Lightweight earrings that 
are hypoallergenic. Carded. $8.50 Pair

N7-21 Prescott 
Tassel 

ER21 Prescott 
Earrings

40



The Chama Magnetic Clasp Bracelet has dual braids of Authentic Horse Hair and is 
accented with our Chama Aztec slide. Finished with a delicate magnetic clasp. Sold 
in six horse hair colors and in Small (7 inches); Medium (7.5 inches; Medium/Large 

(8 inches) and Large (8.5 inches). $18.50 Each. 

BST20 Chama Bracelet

41
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Turquoise colored waters carve through 
the rugged mountain valleys in Chama. 
Turquoise Howlite chunks and red 
beads are offset by coppery freshwater 
pearls, seed beads and copper metal 
tubes. A single spiral of cinnamon horse 
hair dangles the pretty Chama pendant 
in this multi-strand necklace. Adjusts 
from 18 to 22 inches with a chain and 
lobster claw closure. $18.50 Each

These lightweight earrings have 
the Chama medallions. A cute addition 
to any outfit. Hypoallergenic French 
Hooks. Carded. $8.50 Pair

Wrap the wrist in the desert sunset. 
A single spiral braid of horse hair is 
complimented by a menagerie of beads, 
coppery freshwater pearls and copper 
leather laces. Adjustable from 6.5 to 9.5 
inches with a lobster claw closure and 
tiny horse hair tassel. $14.50 Each

  

N7-20 
Chama 
Tassel 

B8-20 Chama 
Pearl Bracelet

ER20

A riata of turquoise howlite 
chunks, freshwater pearls, red 
howlite beads, seed beads and 
silver metal tubes, boasts the 
Chama medallion and an Authentic 
Horse Hair tassel. 33 inches long. 
$18.50 Each. 

N8-20 Chama

ER-20Chama Earrings
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New pendant necklaces are on trend and feature a spiral braid of horse hair 
complimented by beads and our latest southwest pendants. Lobster claw closure. 18 
inches long. $15.00 Each 

The matching Prescott, Chama, Sedona & Taos metal earrings have hypoallergenic 
French hooks. Carded. $8.50 Pair

Sedona & Taos Tassel earrings are lightweight with hypoallergenic French Hooks. Sedona 
is available with Black (B) or Sorrel (S) tassels. The Taos earrings come in either Grey (G) 

or Granite (M) hair. Carded. $8.50 Each

43
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N6-20
Chama

N6-8
Sedona

ER20
Chama 
Earrings

N6-21
Prescott

N6-7
Taos

ER20
Prescott Earrings

ER8-B

Sedona Earrings

ER7-MTaos Earrings

44

See previous page for details. 
Necklaces $15.00 Each 

Earrings $8.50 Pair

E8 Sedona
Earrings

E7 Taos Earrings



Reminiscent of a desert sunset, this Sedona Collection 
is stunning. Orange glass beads and iridescent red 

freshwater pearls are offset by turquoise Howlite 
chunks and beads. A colorful southwest 

pendant with Authentic Horse Hair tassel 
uniquely compliments the side of the dual 
strand necklace. Adjusting from 18 to 
22 inches with a chain and lobster claw 
closure, this unique necklace is available 
with black (B) or sorrel (S) horse hair 

tassel. $18.50 Each

Striking southwest medallions have 
either silky black (B) or sorrel (S) 

horse hair dangles or just a turqoise 
bead. The Sedona Earrings 

are lightweight and have 
hypoallergenic French 

hooks. Carded. 
$8.50 Pair

N8-8B

N8-8B 
Sedona-
Black
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Be a trend setter in our Sedona Tassel Necklace. A long lasso (33 inches) of turquoise 
Howlite chunks, metal and seed beads are complimented by a tassel of Authentic Horse 
Hair that dangles from the southwest Sedona medallion. Your choice of black (B) or 
sorrel (S) horse hair tassel. $18.50 Each
Wrap your wrist in the vibrant colors of a desert sunset. Dual strands of beads, a strand 
of black (B) or sorrel (S) braided horse hair and colorful leather cords are finished with a 
lobster claw and chain closure. Bracelet adjusts from 6.5 to 9.5 inches. 
$14.50 Each

The desert meets the sun and sky in the Sedona Magnetic Clasp Bracelet. Dual braids 
of Authentic Horse Hair are accented with our Sedona southwest slide and finished with 

a NEW smaller magnetic clasp. Sold in six horse hair colors. Available sizes-Small (7 
inches); Medium (7.5 inches); Medium/Large (8 inches) and Large (8.5 inches). 

$18.50 Each

BST18

B8-8S Sedona Pearl Bracelet

N7-8S Sedona 
Tassel

ER8-S
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Native and nature, the Taos Magnetic 
Clasp Bracelet combines the natural 
beauty of horse hair with our native 
inspired southwest slide. Dual strands of 
hand braided horse hair are finished with 
our new smaller magnetic clasp. Available 
in Small (7 inches); Medium (7.5 inches); 
Medium/Large (8 inches) and Large (8.5 
inches) sizes. Shipped in six assorted 
horse hair colors. 
$18.50 Each 

BST17

Snowcapped mountains and 
endless blue sky were the 

inspiration of our Taos Tassel 
Necklace. A long rope (33 

inches) of coppery metal beads, 
white and turquoise howlite, and 

freshwater pearls is highlighted with 
our southwest medallion and a tassel 

of Authentic Horse Hair. Choose granite 
(M) or grey (G) tassel. $18.50 Each

A swish of silky granite (M) or grey 
(G) horse hair hangs from the Taos 

blanket earring medallions or a simple 
seed bead for a dainty look. 
Hypoallergenic French hooks. 

Carded. 
$8.50 

Pair

ER7-G

N7-7G 
Taos Tassel

Taos 

47
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N8-7M Taos

Artful influences abound in 
our Taos Beaded Bracelet. A 

tiny horse hair tassel accents 
the strands of beads, colorful 

leather cords and a single 
spiral of hand braided horse 

hair in granite (M) or grey (G). 
Adjustable from 6.5 to 9.5 

inches with chain and lobster 
claw closure. $14.50 Each

High desert meets the majestic mountains in our 
beautiful Taos Necklace. The southwest medallion 

with granite (M) or grey (G) colored horse 
hair tassel uniquely embellishes the side of 
this necklace. Copper metal beads, white 
Howlite spheres and turquoise Howlite 
chunks are complimented by wine and 
turquoise colored seed beads. Multi strand 
necklace adjusts from 18 to 22 inches 

with a chain and lobster claw closure. 
$18.50 Each

 A swish of silky granite (M) or 
grey (G) horse hair hangs from the 
Taos Tassel earring medallions or 

just a seed bead for a dainty look 
Hypoallergenic French hooks. 

Carded. $8.50 Pair

B8-7M Taos 
Pearl Bracelet

48
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Layered strands of glass & stone beads are complimented by a spiral strand 
of horse hair with metal pendants. The unique leather cord closure adjusts 
with a hitched horse hair knot, allowing these necklaces to lengthen for 
versatility and style. Adjusts from 18 to 25 inches. $19.50 Each
Matching Wrap Bracelets lap twice around your wrist with NEW chunky 
stones and a spiral of horse hair for a layered look. These adjustable 
bracelets have a 3-inch chain and lobster claw closure. One size fits all. 
$14.50 Each
Concho earrings offer hypoallergenic French hooks and coordinate with the 
necklace pendants. Carded. $8.50 Pair

More styles shown on following pages.

n
ecklace & e
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WBC-C
Callie Bracelet

E11-C
Callie Earrings

N11-C
Callie

N11-M
Dakota

WBC-M
Dakota Bracelet

E11-M
Dakota Earrings

50

More styles on the following pages: 
Necklace $19.50 Each 
Bracelets $14.50 Each

Earrings $8.50 Pair



29
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N11-T 
Cheyenne

WBC-T Cheyenne 
Bracelet

WBC-BR Sierra 
Bracelet

E11-BR
Sierra Earrings

N11-BR
Sierra

E11-T Cheyenne
Earrings

52

See page 48 for 
product information 

Necklaces $19.50 Each
Earrings $8.50 Pair

Bracelets $14.50 Each



WBC-L 
Lark 
Bracelet

WBC-T Cheyenne 
Bracelet

Pendant necklaces feature a spiral braid of horse hair complimented by beads and 
select pendants. Lobster claw closure. 18 inches long. $15.00 Each 

The matching metal earrings have hypoallergenic French hooks. Carded. $7.50 Pair
The wrap bracelets are a spiral braid of horse hair with NEW chunky beads to match 
the pendant necklaces. This bracelet wraps twice around the wrist for a layered look. 

A 3-inch chain and lobster claw closure ensures that one size fits all. 
$14.50 Each

n
ecklaces & e

arrings

WBC-B Blue Lark 
bracelet53



N6-BFS 
Blue Lark

N6-LFS Lark

N6-TCR
Santa Fe 
Cross

N6-TAG 
Santa Fe 
Arrow

E10-2 Santa Fe 

Cross Earrings

E15
Lara 
Earrings

E9-4S Stormy 
Earrings 54

More styles on next page. 
See page 53 for product 

information and matching 
bracelets.

 Necklaces $15.00 Each
Earrings $7.50 Pair
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WBC-BR Sierra 
Bracelet

N6-BRA Cienna 
Arrow

N6-BRFC
Cienna 
Feather

E14 Katniss 
Earrings

N6-MA
Dylan ArrowN6-MFS 

Dylan Feather

E9-4S Stormy 

Earrin
gs

E14
Katniss 
Earrings

56

WBC-M Dakota Bracelet

E9-4C
Nevada 
Earrings

See pages 52 for 
product details.

Necklaces $15.00 Each
Earrings $7.50 Pair

Bracelets $14.50 Each



This feather bracelet has a double strand of spiral woven horse hair, accented 
with a metal feather and finished with a sturdy magnetic clasp. Shipped in 
assorted horse hair colors. Silver or Copper Feather Available sizes: Small (7 
inches), Medium (7.5 inches), M/L (8 inches) and Large (8.5 inches). Unisex. 
Top seller! $18.50 Each

BST9 Silver Wing
Top Seller!

BST9C The 
Phoenix

F
eather n

ecklace & e
arrings
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Stormy earrings are metal 
feathers that dangle from 

hypoallergenic French hooks. 
Available in silver or copper 
finish. Carded. $7.50 Pair

Matching feather & bead 
Phoenix earrings are also 

hypoallergenic with French 
hooks. Carded.

$7.50  Pair

E9-4S

A metal feather pendant hangs 
from a variety of colorful beads, 
pearls and a spiral braid of horse 
hair. Necklace adjusts from 18 
to 22 inches with a chain and 

lobster claw closure. 
Hang tagged. $18.50 Each 

  
Matching bracelets adjust 

from 6.5 to 9.5 inches using a 
chain and lobster claw closure. 

$14.50 Each

B8-2 Mariah Bracelet

N8-2 Mariah

E8-2 

Phoenix 

Earrin
gs

N8-3 Stormy

E8-3 Phoenix Earrings

B8-3 stormy Bracelet
58
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B8-5 Arizona 
Bracelet

E8-5 Phoenix 
Earrings 

E17 Chisholm 
Earrings

Colorful beads, pearls, and  
spiral braid of horse hair are 

complimented by a metal 
buffalo skull. Necklace adjusts 
from 18 to 22 inches with a 

chain and lobster claw closure. 
Hang tagged. $18.50 Each

 
Matching bracelets adjust 

from 6.5 to 9.5 inches using a 
chain and lobster claw closure. 

$14.50 Each

Matching feather & bead 
Phoenix earrings are also 

hypoallergenic with French 
hooks. Carded.

$7.50 Pair

N8-5 Arizona
Top Seller!

B8-4 Wyleen 
Bracelet

N8-4 Wyleen

E8-4 Phoenix 
Earrings 

The metal skull Chisholm and 
the beaded Phoenix earrings are 
hypoallergenic and have French 

hooks. Carded. $7.50 Pair
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The Cross Bracelet has a double braid of horse hair, embellished with a simple metal 
cross and accents. The clasp features a magnet for easy attachment. Shipped in assorted 
horse hair colors. Available sizes: Small (7 inches), 
Medium (7.5 inches), Medium/Large (8 inches) and 
Large (8.5 inches). Unisex. 
$18.50 Each 

BST-10 The 
Cross Top Seller!

c
ross n

ecklace & e
arrings
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N6-TCR Santa Fe Cross
Top Seller!

E10-1 Faith Earrings
Metal cross earrings have 
hypoallergenic French hooks. 
Carded. $7.50 Pair

The Santa Fe cross necklace 
features two strands of 

turquoise with rust colored 
seed beads, a twist of horse 
hair, and a faux turquoise 

cross pendant. Lobster claw 
closure. 18 inches long.

 $15.00 Each

E10-2 Santa Fe 
Earrings

Faux turquoise Santa Fe cross 
earrings feature hypoallergenic 

French hooks. Carded. 
$7.50 Pair

CKP10 Simple Faith
Top Seller!

Horse hair with a modern twist! 
This urban looking neckwear 
features a solid tone spiral braid of 
horse hair, a metal cross pendant, 
finished with metal end caps and 
a lobster claw closure. Unisex. 
Shipped in assorted horse hair 
colors. 18 inches. $10.00 Each
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Casual or dressy, earrings go anywhere. 
Hypoallergenic with French Hooks. 

Carded. More styles on following page.
$8.50 Pair

ER8-(B)Black or (S)Sorrel 
Sedona 

ER7-(G)Grey or (M)Granite 
Taos 

E11-BR Sierra

E11-T Cheyenne

E11-C Callie

E11-M Dakota

E16 Sonora 

ER20 Prescott 
$8.50 ER21 Chama
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Earrings are the icing to any look. Some of 
these styles are not shown anywhere else 
in the catalog. Hypoallergenic with French 

hooks. Carded. $7.50 Pair

E13 Chantal 
E4-B Blue Teton

E4-L Lilac 

Pheonix Earrings

E8-1
E8-4C E8-6

E8-5
E8-2

E8-3
E8-4

E17 Chisholm

ER9-4S 
Stormy

ER9-C 
Nevada

E10-1 Cross

E10-2 Santa 
Fe Cross

ER9 Ferdinan

ER11 Cochise

ER5 
Sunflower

E14 Katniss
E15 Lara

E18 Blue Saguaro
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BST20 Chama 
Slide-NEW!

Fresh looks to our signature product. Braided horse hair is 
decorated with a variety of metal accents and finished with a 
magnetic clasp. Shipped in assorted horse hair colors. Available 
sizes: Small (7 inches), Medium (7.5 inches), Medium/Large (8 
inches) and Large (8.5 inches). Unisex. $18.50 Each

65
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BST17 Taos Slide

BST18 Sedona Slide

BST21 Prescott 
Slide-NEW!

BST22 Longhorn
           NEW!

BST23 The Buck
NEW!

66
Product description on previous 

page. $18.50 Each
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Magnetic clasp bracelets are our signature product. Braided horse hair is 
decorated with a variety of metal accents and finished with a magnetic clasp. 
Shipped in assorted horse hair colors. Available sizes: Small (7 inches), Medium 
(7.5 inches), Medium/Large (8 inches) and Large (8.5 inches). Unisex. 
$18.50 Each

BST10 The Cross
Top Seller!

BST9 Silver Wing
Top Seller!

BST9-C
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BST13 The Cowboy

BST12 Crossed Arrows
Top Seller!

BST11 Open Plains

BST8 Live to Ride

68

Product description on previous 
page. $18.50 Each
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On trend, our multi strand 
bracelets adjust from 6.5 to 9.5 
inches using a chain and lobster 

claw closure. Assorted color 
combinations to choose from, 
all with a variety of turquoise 

Howlite, seed beads and colorful 
freshwater pearls. 

$14.50 Each.

B7-2 Jewel-Top Seller

B7-4 Saguaro

B7-6 Serena

B7-1 Nevada

B7-3 Faith
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B8-2 Mariah

B8-4 Wyleen

B8-3- Stormy 
Top Seller!

B8-5 Arizona
 Top Seller!

70.

Colorful beads, pearls, 
and  spiral braid of 
horse hair give a 

layered look. Adjustable 
from 6.5 to 9.5 inches 

using a chain and 
lobster claw closure. 

$14.50 Each

p
earl B

racelets 

B8-7 Taos

B8-8 Sedona

B8-21 Prescott
NEW!

B8-20 Chama
NEW!



A thick rope style horse hair braid is featured in these bracelets. A large 
lobster claw closure completes each piece. Shipped in assorted horse hair 
colors. Available sizes: Small (7 inches), Medium (8 inches) and Large (9 
inches). Unisex. $10.00 Each

RBR1 The Lariat

RBR2 The Riata

RBR3 The Lasso
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BOLT8/BOLW8
Copper Rose

A western tradition 
is now all the rage 
for women. Bolos 

with genuine horse 
hair strings are sold 
in either one or two 
colors of horse hair. 
Finished with metal 
tips and adjustable 

slide back rose 
concho. Shipped in 
assorted horse hair 

colors. 21 inches long. 
T-means two-tone 

strings and W-means 
solid strings. 

$18.50 Each
More styles on pages 13-15

BOLT7/BOLW7
Vintage Rose

l
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Adorn your bag with Authentic Horse Hair tassels! A two-tone tassel of 
horse hair is complimented by various charms, beads and select styles 
have a leather tassel. Several looks to choose from. 7.5 inches long 
includes a sturdy swivel hook attachment. $13.50 Each

B
ag t

assels
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BT-CR 
Santa Fe

BT-DC 
Sacred Hoops

BT-SCT
Sonora

BT-SK
Chisholm

BT-CO
Callie

BT-CT 
Saguaro

BT-PC
Prescott

BT-CH
Chama

BT-SD
Sedona

BT-TO
Taos

74

Product description on 
previous page. 
$13.50 Each



Add a swish of the tail to just about anything with these 
belled horse hair tassels! Can be used as a key chain or tp 
adorn your boots. Each is finished with a hitched knot, charm, 
split ring and sturdy swivel lobster claw. 7.5 inches. 

$8.50 Each

t
assels
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BTB-SK
Arizona

BTB-FC
Nevada

BTB-FS
Jewel

BTB-MC
Mini Cacti

BTB-CH
Chama

BTB-PC
Prescott

BTB-SD
Sedona

BTB-TO
Taos
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Product description on 
previous page. 
$8.50 Each
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Make your hat stand out 
with our latest creations. A 

swish of Authentic Horse Hair 
is accented with concho and 
stick pin. An easy way to add 

personality to your hat. 
$11.00/$33.00 pk of 3 in 

assorted horse hair colors.

n
eW h

at p
ins & h

atBanDs HP-BR
Sierra  

HP-C
Callie

HP-M
Dakota

HP-T
Cheyenne



Models are both wearing HBB Beaded Hatbands.

HBB The Bozeman

HBT The Roundup

HBW Red 
Lodge

These braided 3/8-inch width 
hatbands are finished with leather 
ends and a buckle closure. 
Adjustable to fit any hat size. 
Available in beaded, plain, or two-
tone styles. Shipped in assorted hair 
and bead colors. Unisex. 
$21.00Each 

The horse hair tassel 
hatband has classic 
western style. This 
hatband has a 1/2-inch 
wide braid of horse hair 
accented with sunburst 
conchos and tassel ends. 
Fully adjustable to fit 
any hat size. Shipped in 
assorted colors. Unisex. 
$21.00 Each

HTC-Livingston
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Cowboy Collectibles offers an array of different fixtures to fit the 
needs of your store and attractively display our products. Each fixture 
ships with our logo sign that proudly includes a Made in the USA 
label. Ask your sales associate to help put together a customized 
package featuring all your favorite horse hair accessories or choose 

from our suggested packages full of the current top sellers. 
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It’s the cream of the crop! This beautiful NEW fixture features 
either the top the top sellers for ladies or 
men. The pine and copper plated display 
rotates and takes up only inches of space. 
 
Ladies Package 
includes: Front-8 
styles of our most 
popular adjustable 
bracelets; a full-
size selection of 
the best-selling 
magnetic clasp 

bracelets and 
the trendy 

beaded bracelets. The back side has our 
best chokers, earrings and the NEW N6 
Necklaces. $1299.00 SAVE $189.00

Men’s Package: Front 
Side-7 styles of Adjustable bracelets; A full 
size selection of our top selling magnetic clasp 
bracelets and rope 
bracelets. Back Side-
6 styles of Men’s 
Neckwear plus 3 styles 
of Bolos. $1299.00 
save $201.00

Fixtures measures 
11.25” w x 15.25 l x 
22” h and are FREE 
with the purchase of 
the package.  Ask us 

for complete details or see our website.



Bracelet Display:  This display has DOUBLED sales 
of magnetic clasp bracelets by keeping the 
bracelets in dedicated rows by size and style. 
It will also aid your ability to see, at a glance, 
what styles and sizes have sold making 
reordering a breeze. FREE with qualifying 
purchase. 13” l x9”w x2”d

Suggested Starter Package: Pick 3 styles 
of magnetic clasp bracelets (pages 24-27), 
we will send you a full size selection.48 
bracelets. $799.00 Save $129.00

Column Bracelet Display:  
Increase sales with our bracelet 
display. This display has eight 
columns to stack bracelets by size 
or style. FREE with qualifying 
purchase. 14” l x 9.25”w x 8”T.

Suggested Starter 
Package: Pick 4 styles of 
magnetic clasp bracelets (pages 
24-27), we will send you a full size 
selection.48 bracelets. 
$799.00 SAVE $129.00

Basic Bracelet Pillar Display:  Our top selling basic adjustable 
bracelets are shipped on the attractive pillar display. The pillar is 

guaranteed to boost sales 
on these bracelets. It also 

makes reordering a breeze! 
Package includes 12 

each of your choice of 
adjustable bracelets 

or our suggested 
package of our top 
sellers shown here. 

$749.00 
Save $107.00
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Boost sales with our freestanding 
rotating floor or counter display. 
Each is topped off with our logo 
sign and company bio. The 
minimal footprint provides flexible 
merchandising and enhanced 
variety. These attractive displays 
are FREE with qualifying purchase. 
Ask your sales associate for 
suggested starter packages or to 
customize these fixtures.

Floor Display: Want it 
all? Receive the current top 
sellers-$3249.00. Ask for details. 
Display is FREE with $2500.00 
minimum order. 16” square x 54” 
tall.

Counter Display: Our most 
versatile fixture. Ask about our 
suggested sides of top sellers 
or create your own. $1200.00 
minimum. 12” square by 30” tall. 
Top Seller!

D
isplays
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Each ornament comes tagged with a 1/8 inches 
satin sash and is decorated with assorted holiday 
ribbon. The rusty tin shapes are attached to a fan of 
palomino horsehair, making these ornaments stand 
out on a tree. Sold in increments of six per style. 
Ornament sizes vary: 2 1/2” x 3” tall to 4” x 4 1/4” 
tall. $4.25/$25.50 pk of 6 
A fixture for any season, this two-sided pine wood 
display has a spinner base and ten 4.25-inch gold 
hooks for product placement. Predrilled. Choose ten 
styles of holiday ornaments shown on the 
opposite page. The display is FREE with 
qualified product purchase. $255.00 

HCOA HCOBF HCOCB HCOD HCOE

HCOG HCOGK HCOH HCOHS

HCOS

HCOL

HCOP HCOWHCOM
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PHOTOGRAPHY: 
Erin J Sweeney Photography   

    www.sweeneyphotography.org

GRAPHIC DESIGN & CATALOG LAYOUT
CreativeWerks 

creativewerksmt@gmail.com


